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TOMOKO KONOIKE: FUR STORY
M AYA KO  M U R A I  ( K A N AG AWA  U N I V E R S I T Y )
Red Water (2015) H360 x W263cm; cowhide, mixed 
media
mimio-Odyssey (2005) 11’30”; DVD animation
The motif of human-animal hybrids has been 
central to Japanese artist Tomoko Konoike since 
her earliest works in the late-1990s. Especially 
prominent is the motif of wolf-girl hybrids that 
she has reworked in various media including 
paintings, installations, animations, and picturebooks. 
The representation of animals and human-animal 
hybrids in her work, however, underwent a radical 
transformation after the earthquake and tsunami 
in northeastern Japan (Tohoku) on 11 March 
2011, a disaster which also caused the Fukushima 
nuclear power plant accident. For those living in 
Japan, the combined natural and industrial disaster 
in Tohoku has posed a fundamental question 
regarding human beings’ relationship with nature, 
urging them to rethink radically the ways in which 
social, cultural, and economic activities have been 
organised and conducted at the expense of the 
natural environment and its non-human inhabitants.
Fur Story, Konoike’s first solo exhibition in the 
UK, focuses on those of her works that use the 
motif of interspecies bonding for exploring an 
alternative way of conceiving our relationship with, 
as well as our uses of, nature and its inhabitants. 
Konoike states that her experience of the Tohoku 
disaster made her move away from the use in 
her previous works of animals as symbols and 
metaphors, which she retrospectively recognises 
was a way of masking the deep, instinctive affinity 
with non-human beings that she has felt ever 
since her childhood. She also states that her 
relationship with animals is “a kind of bond that 
has no promise or guarantee.” In order to express 
such a deep yet contingent bond between human 
beings and non-human creatures, she created a 
series of works representing bridal kimonos for 
marriages between different species, a motif found 
in traditional fairy tales across cultures. In this 
series—three of which appear in this exhibition, 
Red River (Kimono) (2015) H327 x W295cm; cowhide, mixed media
Red River, Red Water, and Fish—the motif of 
interspecies marriage is reinterpreted as an entry 
into the natural realm that entails the radical 
transformation of the human sense of the self. 
These bridal kimonos, made of animal skins and 
patterned with images of non-human creatures 
and natural elements such as water, will become 
the imaginary brides’ new skin. Significantly, 
whereas the non-human partner in Western fairy 
tales of interspecies marriages such as “Beauty 
and the Beast” is usually a human being in disguise, 
many of the animal partners in Japanese tales 
such as “The Crane Wife” are animals by nature 
and, after a period of married life in human form, 
reveal their true animal form.
Fur Story interweaves Konoike’s artwork with the 
narrative texts I have selected from fairy tales 
of human-animal entanglements from Japan and 
Britain, two regions of the world geographically 
and culturally distant from each other.  Through 
the juxtaposition of narratives and images from 
East and West, old and new, and humans and 
nature, narratives of interspecies bonding emerge, 
stories that are yet to be told, to be allowed to 
seep through the skin.
THE PERSON WHO LOOKS
TO M O KO  KO N O I K E  ( T R A N S L AT E D  B Y  M AYA KO  M U R A I )
Diorama (2013) H81 x W130 x D123cm; mixed media
You, who are looking at a work of art over there. 
What are you looking at?
To “look” at something does not just mean that 
there is something in front of you that you can 
see. That is only what is registered on your retinas. 
To “look” at something is to negotiate with the 
outside world. It is a means to participate in 
what is being seen and to communicate with it 
spiritually. But we are also looking even when our 
eyes are closed and when we are deprived of our 
sense of sight. Even in our sleep, we are looking at 
visual images as dreams. We grope for vision.
By being looked at, an object is discovered for the 
first time, and nature in a state of chaos begins 
to stir and take shape. I meet what has long been 
lurking and look at it hard, thinking, “There you 
are.” And only when human beings became able 
to “look,” did they begin to “create.” To “look” is to 
participate in nature, and to “create” is to reshape 
nature and to go against nature.
The person who creates works of art is called 
a “creator.” She is given the role of performing 
“self-expression.” However, this word, which was 
imported into Japanese in modern times, and 
whose Chinese characters have a powerful visual 
effect as signs, rampaged through the woods of 
people’s thoughts, so that anything created by a 
creator came to be regarded as self-expression. 
Thus, works as narrowly self-expressive as 
creators’ one-way monologues as in the tradition 
of the “I” novel in Japan came to be regarded as 
normative works of artistic expression. However, 
it seems to me that the Chinese characters in 
the Japanese word for “express” (表現) originally 
meant a dialogue, to be exposed to the outside 
world, to be blown by the wind.
One day, a spectator comes to a gallery, and, 
after looking at the work, mutters, “I don’t quite 
understand it.” A person who looks is always 
standing in a free grassy plain where there is no 
need to ask for anyone’s approval. Because this 
spectator cannot read words, she is enraptured 
neither by the artist’s persuasion nor by the 
concepts expressed by the title or the explanation 
of the work on the wall. She comes face to face 
with the work, simply looks at it, and violently 
invades it. However unskilled or ignorant she may 
be, it is the person who looks, not the person 
who creates, who can spot an artist’s cowardice 
and point it out nonchalantly.  A person who looks 
goes beyond a creator’s intention easily, meets 
what she ought to meet, and strikes veins of water 
that even the artist has not noticed.
To paint a picture and to write something new 
are not the only ways of creating something. To 
“look” is to discover and to “create.” The person 
who looks is originally endowed with a terrible 
power that is intrinsic to her human nature.
CURATORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
C AT R I O N A  M C A R A  ( L E E D S  A RT S  U N I V E R S I T Y )
Wolf Hood (2014)  Hl40.7 x W57.5 x D2.2cm; pencil 
on paper
“Fairy tales grow teeth all around them.” – Heidi 
Sopinka (2018)
For our international research exhibition this 
academic year (2017-18), we are delighted to 
welcome artist, Tomoko Konoike, and guest curator, 
Dr Mayako Murai, to Leeds Arts University.  This is 
Konoike’s first solo show in the United Kingdom. 
This exhibition has grown out of years of 
conversations with Murai at the many Angela Carter 
symposia and international fairy tale conferences 
we have attended. I felt the hairs tingle on the 
back of my neck the first time I was introduced 
to Konoike’s rich and varied oeuvre during one of 
Murai’s erudite and illuminating presentations. 
The fur of the fairy tale became a long term 
preoccupation and I have begun to see it in much 
of the feminist practices that I am engaged in 
researching and curating. This tactile quality can 
be found in the work of the English-Mexican 
surrealist, Leonora Carrington who made leather 
masks as well as animal paintings and short stories 
focused on horses, badgers, cats, dogs, and hyenas. 
Carrington’s surrealist contemporary, Dorothea 
Tanning, was also immersed in thinking about 
the faux furry pelts in her paintings, writings and 
soft sculptures, claiming in an interview: “I felt 
the hoarse wolf breath on my neck […] it was 
delicious” (1977). An active interest in the fairy 
tale bestiary infiltrates the embodied storytelling 
of Samantha Sweeting and Lynn Lu, whose animal 
snap cards were included in a performance at 
Leeds Arts University (2016) where audience 
members had to find their familiars and whisper 
childhood secrets. More recently, similar concerns 
have emerged in Heidi Sopinka’s The Dictionary of 
Animal Languages (2018). 
As Murai tells us in her aptly titled study, From 
Dog Bridegroom to Wolf Girl (2015), feminist fairy 
tale criticism has a lot to say in terms of revising 
and expanding both Eastern and Western 
storytelling traditions. In Murai’s words, Fur Story 
“complicates the binary oppositions between 
human and animal, male and female and human 
society and nature underpinning many canonized 
fairy tales” (115-116). Konoike’s labour-intensive, 
interdisciplinary and intermedial practice will be 
of interest to animators, illustrators, fine artists, 
fashion and textile designers as well as anyone 
who has ever wondered what it would feel like to 
play the knowing, Carterian heroine or to don the 
disguise in ‘Donkeyskin’.
We are deeply grateful to both Tomoko Konoike 
and Mayako Murai for their commitment to this 
project and the dedication they have shown to 
researching and curating this fine work. Finally, 
we would like to thank Matt 
Wheeldon, Andy Spencer, D&M 
Heritage, and colleagues at Leeds 
Arts University.
